14 of the Most Over-the-Top Dates That You Can Arrange This Valentine’s Day

Here are a few things you should consider splurging on this Valentine’s Day.

COVID-19 Disclaimer: Make sure to check the status of the states, countries, and establishments in which you’re planning to visit prior to travel. Many regions continue to see high infection rates and deaths, while many states and counties remain under varying stay-at-home orders. Those traveling from areas with high rates of COVID-19 should consider avoiding travel for now in order to reduce spread.

Love is in the air—sometimes quite literally—with these luxurious and romantic dates offered across the United States just in time to celebrate Valentine’s Day. From gourmet helicopter food and wine sightseeing tours to private safari encounters with real-life zebras to an intimate dinner on the sands of a private island in the Florida Keys—here are 14 of the most luxurious, over-the-top, and spectacular dates to plan for an intimate and unforgettable adventure.
A Trip to the Fondue Village

WHERE: Ocean House, Rhode Island

Through March 31, South County, Rhode Island’s coziest and most unique dining experience will be taking place over at Ocean House. The Fondue Village features a collection of several restored ski gondolas outfitted with the decor of warm woods, fine alpine textiles, quaint chandeliers, and imported fine Swiss and Austrian glassware and china. These socially distanced settings are an ideal destination for an intimate romantic lunch or dinner date. Guests will enjoy fine Alpine delicacies served alongside vintage selections of Veuve Clicquot champagne.
Cinema Under the Stars

WHERE: Weekapaug Inn in Weekapaug, Rhode Island

The outdoor cinema experience at Weekapaug Inn is set outdoors (even though it’s winter) and directly under the stars and includes an ample selection of heated blankets alongside a nightly rotating screening of classic films. On weekend nights after dark, couples can retreat to the outdoor terrace and lawn area to catch a cult classic, such as Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, or indulge in a romantic feature like The Princess Bride. Ticket prices include a three-course, gourmet “TV Dinner” bento box meal, as well as candy and popcorn. There are even warm, boozy cocktails for purchase (if the movie date doesn’t already feel heated enough...).